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Editorial
Welcome to the Summer edition of our newsletter.
I’ll start with some excellent news. We are delighted to announce that we have
secured Awards for All England funding from the Big Lottery Fund to enable
our former Newcastle Transport open-top Leyland Atlantean KBB 118D to be
professionally restored. Further details follow later in this newsletter.
The next newsletter, the Autumn edition, will be published during September,
followed by the Winter edition during December and the Spring edition during
March.
Do you have any articles or photographs you believe would be suitable for the
newsletter? If so, please feel free to either post or email them to me. All
contributions are gratefully received and I will ensure that everything is returned.
An article could concern the preservation of a vehicle, some useful tips that
you wish to pass on, an interesting trip to an event or rally, or memories of
vehicles from years gone by that you wish to share. Photographs should be
good quality photographs from the North East area from years gone by, or
North East vehicles which have continued in further service elsewhere.
If you have two photos of the same vehicle with different operators, or different
vehicles in the same fleet with the same fleet number these would be suitable
for our ‘Double Take!’ feature. If you have two photos taken in the same
location or of vehicles on the same route, but a number of years apart, then
these would be suitable for our new feature ‘Now & Then.’
Thank you to Peter Elliott, Ian Findlay, Trevor Hall, Trevor Hines and Bob Kell
for their contributions to this newsletter.
The deadline for the next newsletter is Wednesday 16th August.
The front cover features former Eastern Scottish ECW bodied Bristol VR LFS
296F which was converted to open top in 1983 whilst with Alder Valley. This
vehicle previously operated with Shoreline Suncruisers of Scarborough from
1992 to 1997 and with Lallys Coach Hire, Spiddal, County Galway, Republic of
Ireland from 1997 to 2000. This is pictured whilst approaching the bus stop to
pick up on the free bus service at Whitley Bay rally - Photo Phil Logie
The Inside front cover features former Huddersfield East Lancs bodied
Daimler CVG6LX/30 HVH 472D at Whitley Bay rally. This vehicle was new to
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Huddersfield Corporation in 6/1966, passed to WYPTE in 1974 and was then
numbered 4472. It was never painted in the WYPTE Verona green; somehow
it managed to escape. In 1980 there was a fleet shortage at Huddersfield for a
double deck so 4472 was given a little makeover to the bottom deck replacing
some of the panels and the engineering department deemed it would be too
expensive to repaint the entire bus for 12 months service so it had the lower
deck repainted in red. It was the last bus operating in the old red livery and
was finally withdrawn in summer 1981. Also featured is former Venture
Alexander bodied Leyland Leopard 6249 UP and Ex National Travel South
East Plaxton bodied Bedford YRQ 321 YHN which is painted in United livery
at Whitley Bay rally - Photos Phil Logie
The inside rear cover features former West Yorkshire Road Car ECW bodied
Bristol MW 8124 WX pictured at the Durham Vintage Bus Gathering. Also
featured is former East Yorkshire Plaxton bodied Leyland Leopard JHK 194V
and Burrells Plaxton bodied Volvo HSK 673 at the Durham Vintage Bus
Gathering - Photos Trevor Hines
The rear cover features former Peters of Llanarnon Burlingham bodied
Crossley SD42/7 FUN 319 now with Wrights Coaches of Nenthead at the
Durham Vintage Bus Gathering. Also featured is former South Shields
Corporation Roe bodied Daimler CCG6 LCU 112 and former Darlington
Corporation Roe bodied Daimler CCG5 AHN 451B at the Durham Vintage Bus
Gathering - Photos Trevor Hines

Meetings & Outings
Our meetings and outings take place on the FOURTH Tuesday in the month.
Please note that we have changed the times of our pickups from Heworth this
year to fit in with the direction we are traveling in, so on some occasions this
will be later than in previous years. In addition to prevent issues with the bus
lane outside Central Station the pick up here will now be on Bewick Street,
which is opposite Central Station.
Our venue for indoor meetings is The Central bar, Gateshead. This is a
wedged shape building situated on the Gateshead side of the River Tyne,
between the Tyne and High Level Bridges, next to the railway bridge, and just
up the road from the Hilton Hotel and The Sage Gateshead.
The Central is a Grade II-listed pub, built in 1856, and underwent a massive
restoration project in 2010 costing over £1m.
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How to get there
Bus: Any non express bus from Gateshead Interchange to Newcastle upon
Tyne travelling via the Tyne Bridge will stop outside the door. Any non express
bus from Newcastle to Gateshead travelling via the High Level Bridge will stop
around the corner from The Central. Otherwise it's a 5-minute walk from
Gateshead Interchange.
Car: There are two car parks in close proximity to the pub next to the former
Gateshead Civic Hall, one is off Swinburne Street & the other is off West
Street both of which are free after 6 p.m. The easiest way to reach these is to
travel along Askew Road either from the Tyne Bridge and then turn left, or
from the Redheugh Bridge and then turn right, heading up the A184 towards
Gateshead Metro Station and take the first left which will take you into West
Street.
All meetings will commence at 19:30 and are likely to be held in the Brown
room, on the top floor, although please confirm this with the bar staff as the
room may change on occasions.
The list of fixtures for the next few months is below and any changes to dates,
times or venue will be published in the newsletter and on the website.
Tuesday 22rd August

Happy 40th Birthday!
Join us on board Alexander bodied Leyland Fleetline
RCU 838S for a trip to celebrate her 40th Birthday
and recent restoration.
This outing will depart from Newcastle Central
Station at 18:45 and Heworth Metro Station at 19:00.

Monday 28th August

N.E.B.P.T. Seaburn Historic Vehicle Display
At the Recreation Ground
This event will feature a selection of historic vehicles
on display, trade stands, amusements for all and a
free bus service around the local area
Admission Charges Adult £3; Concessions/Child £2
There is no charge for those who have entered a
vehicle in the event
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Tuesday 26th September Newcastle Transport
A selection of views of transport in and around
Newcastle
Presented by Richard Slater
If you have any suggestions for speakers or subjects for future meetings,
please contact the editor (email phil.logie@nebpt.co.uk) or pass your ideas to
any committee member.

Durham Durham Vintage
Bus Gathering
This took place at Howlands Park and Ride site and featured a popular free
bus service between Howlands Park and Ride site and Durham City Centre.
All photographs were taken by Trevor Hines.

Former London Transport AEC Routemasters JJD 551D & JJD 443D
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Former Tyne and Wear PTE Alexander bodied Leyland Atlantean SCN 268S
and former Blackpool Transport Northern Counties Palatine 2
bodied Volvo Olympian M377 SCK

Former Northern MK 2 Leyland National FTN 710W and former
Brocksbank of Leeds Plaxton bodied Karrier BFD3023 OSk 831
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Former Strathtay Alexander Y type bodied Leyland Leopard YSF 87S
waits to depart on the free bus service to Durham.

Whitley Bay Bus Rally
This event took place on The Links and featured two free bus services, one to
Tynemouth along the sea front and the other to the Stephenson Railway
Museum which was operated by Go North East vehicles.

Former United ECW bodied Bristol L5G LHN 860 on the free bus service
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Former Tyne & Wear PTE Alexander bodied Damiler Fleetline RCU 838S
and Alexander bodied Leyland Atlantean SCN 268 S

Former Bournemouth Park Royal bodied Leyland Tiger Cub PSU1/1. RRU
901 and former Epson Coaches Plaxton bodied Bristol LHS RGF 231P
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Go North East East Lancs OmniDekka bodied Scania N94UD GK03 SUY
returning on the free service from Stephenson Railway Museum

Former Tyne & Wear PTE Alexander bodied Damiler Fleetline RCU 838S
has had a makeover to celebrate its 40th birthday this year.
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Message from the
Membership Secretary
Membership Renewal - Important Information
Thanks to all members who have renewed their subscriptions and to those
who have donated generously to support our activities. A few of you have not
renewed, and this will be the last newsletter you receive.
If you do wish to renew your membership a renewal form is enclosed for your
use. Your continued support will be much appreciated.

Thirlwells Coaches
Thirlwells Coaches celebrate the centenary of their operations in August.
To mark this occasion, they are having an open day at their premises on
Thursday August 24th and NEBPT members are welcome to attend.

General's Everywhere
by Bob Kell
How can the existence of an up-to-40 vehicle operator running major interurban and local services as a constituent subsidiary of one of the major
national operators, received scant attention in nearly all publications bar one
(Arthur Staddon and Keith Jenkinson's From No Place to Success' history of
the Northern General Group (Autobus Review Publications 1995)? For much
of the following analysis, I am indebted to Arthur's researches.
The General County Omnibus Co. Ltd of Birtley, Co Durham was registered
on the 21st February 1927 and originated in a typical Co Durham consortium
of independent motor bus owners - the Chester-le-Street Motor Omnibus
Proprietors Association, running as General Motor Services'. The initial
service was that between Chester-le-Street and Newcastle along the Great
North Road in 1926 in direct competition with Northern General and their first
service of 1913 initiated by Gateshead Tramways. This was Chester-le-Street
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to Low Fell tram terminus (and change to tramcar for access to Gateshead,
and Newcastle over Stephenson's High Level Bridge). Access to Newcastle
from the South was very congested at this time and Newcastle Watch
Committee tried to severely limit the burgeoning bus services into the Central
Railway station area.
The General consortium worked with a Secretary, J A Kay (a Gateshead
hardware merchant and bus proprietor) and rotating director/shareholders.
Some taxicab co-operatives still operate in this manner. I have details of 34
individual owner/shareholders and at least 60 buses although owners could
'come and go', and some had other transport enterprises. An associated
consortium 'Durham & District General Motor Services' (no - not the 1950s
BTC-owned Durham District!) also amalgamated some services.
GCOC Ltd extended southward from Newcastle to Stockton and
Middlesbrough, and to Durham and to Esh Winning and these services
crossed the 'Durham Line' boundary between United Auto to the south, and
Northern General to the north (and the somewhat tetchy relationship between
the two companies over 'incursions into each other’s territory'). Independents
could ignore it, of course, or see it as an opportunity. GCOC also tried a
London service (and were not alone in succeeding!) No doubt the opening of
the new Tyne Bridge in 1928 with Northern's new Worswick St. bus station
(into which GCOC were not welcome and into which Northern services now
entered Newcastle directly) which was nearer most shops than the railway
station, led to a loss of traffic to GCOC. Perhaps the wear and tear of
three/four years of intense competition with NGT, not only to the mainly
lightweight vehicles but also on the owners with long days driving and
maintenance overnight, led to the acceptance of an offer in March 1930 and
GCOC Ltd became one of the Northern General Associated companies
(joining Tynemouth, Gateshead and Wakefields, before Sunderland District
and Tyneside Tramways). The balance sheet for GCOG for the year ending
February 1930 showed a loss of £581 on a turnover of £3481.
In 1929, GCOC, describing itself as GC (RED) OC Ltd were running from the
Central Station to Middlesbrough every 30 mins, Durham (every 10 mins) and
Esh Winning (hourly) with the legend 'Be Sure and get a GC RED OC Bus and
Support Local Enterprise'.
A late friend of mine, whose father was Depot Superintendent at Northern's
service depot, recalled how he was present when the 36 buses of GCOC were
driven or dragged into Bensham from 5 p.m. on the night of the takeover (two
Albions were not purchased, only their licenses). The story told was that none
of the 36 brought in were fit for service the next day and the other two were
lying dismantled at Birtley. Northern had thus to scour their depots for anything
serviceable for the next day. My view is that Northern would have well-known
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the condition of the GCOC fleet and prepared from it by saving potentially
withdrawn stock. The two dismantled buses (a Renault and Thornycroft PT
8605) were required to be delivered to NGT in the condition they were in in
January 1930.
After the purchase, there was a deal to be done with United over the 'crossborder' services and by 1934, the Middlesbrough service had become the
well-known 55 (previously 38) jointly with but still running into Marlborough
Crescent, near Newcastle Central Station, not Worswick Street. The legend
'GENERAL' appeared to be used. J A Kay was retained by the now BETowned company and played a large part in the purchase, by NGT and UAS, of
another cross-border operator G W Hetherington (A1) of Coundon in 1931. If
not a member of GCOC, Hetherington would have worked with them and
converted his business to a limited company at the time of the NGT purchase
of GCOC, and GCOC Ltd became the owners of the 'NGT' share of A1.
However the GCOC-UAS relationship is still being researched from the United
archive. BET/NGT decided to wind up the affairs of GCOC in 1936 and
probably for some time their operations would have been partially worked by
NGT buses on hire. Strangely, the author knows of no photographic record of
GCOC's operations under NGT/BET and I ask for any assistance from
members on this.
The independents used 'GENERAL COUNTY' as a legend for buses in a red
livery. What was used by the NGT-owned GCOC? Don't know - possibly
'GENERAL' in BET style. What livery was used? Almost certainly red,
possibly in 'NGT' livery but we don't even know the NGT livery of this time. Up
to 1930, NGT used red and white but changed by 1932, for the new doubledeck fleet, to red and deep cream. Where were operations run from?
Originally, Garage House, Birtley but this closed, possibly in 1934 when the
registered office of GCOC changed to Queen Street, Bensham (the NGT
Office) as the GCOC fleet was run down and operations transferred to
Bensham or Chester-le-Street. Many of the independent operators took
employment with NGT.
None of the 'GCOC 36' buses entered the NGT fleet in 1930 but quite a
number, particularly Albions and Gilfords were presumably repaired and ran
for the new GCOC. Seven (all?) of the remaining GCOC buses entered the
NGT fleet in December 1936 as nos. 729 - 731 Albions (including CN 4064
from the independent GCOC fleet) and 732-5 (SOS IM6 originally transferred
from NGT and Wakefields Motors). CGOC fleet numbers under NGT reached
50 but most are unidentified! At least eleven buses went to United in 1931.
Lastly, a comment on the use of GENERAL, as a desirable fleet name in Co
Durham, almost on a par with London. We have met NGT, GMS, CGOC and
D&D General. Arthur Staddon also records General A of Chester-le-Street.
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The 'A' probably referring to G H Atkinson, the main proprietor and the firm ran
stage services until relatively recently.
General Bus Co, Sunderland (1921-2)
General Pullman Motor Service of Newcastle. South Shields to London
service 1928-9 (this was run by ex-GCOC members who went on to run New
Stage Coach).

Where is this?
by Ian Findlay

Thanks to Trevor Hall and Bob Kell who have confirmed that the location of
the photo above is indeed South Burns in Chester-le-Street, now the location
of a Tesco store.
Bob has kindly provided a history of JPT 4 a Bedford OB with Yeates C29F
coachwork which was new to Trimdon Motor Services as No.20 on 3/48. It
then 'circulated', a sign of a popular (or unpopular?) vehicle, with Talbot,
Houghton, Cowell Bros, Sunderland, to General (Atkinson) Chester-le-Street
1956 (garage in Osborne Tce, not South Burns), then to Tyman, Stanley, who
returned it back to General, same year. The last owner was Raven, Barrowon-Soar.
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KBB 118D – Newcastle
Corporation MCWW
Bodied Leyland Atlantean
by Phil Logie

We have been looking for some time for funding to get this vehicle back on the
road again, as some significant work was required, therefore we are delighted
to announce that we have secured Awards for All England funding from the
Big Lottery Fund to enable KBB to be professionally restored.

KBB 118D in Sunderland Busways livery whilst operating the service to
Sunderland from South Shields – Photo courtesy of Photobus
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This vehicle was delivered to Newcastle Corporation Transport in 1966 as
fleet number 118 and was part of a batch of 27 vehicles, 106 to 133 (KBB
106D to KBB 133D). It was transferred to Tyneside PTE on 1st January 1970
and rebuilt to O44/34F in May 1974 for use at South Shields.
Over the years it carried a number of different liverys including a special Black
& White striped livery for Newcastle United, 1974, a special livery for
Newcastle Festival 1974, a special Livery for Newcastle Festival in 1976, a
special Livery to commemorate The Olympians of Gateshead, at Montreal
Olympics in 1976, Silver Jubilee livery in 1977, a special commemorative
livery to mark “100 years of Public Transport on Tyneside” in 1978 and a
special blue livery to publicise the coastal service in 1984. It also carried
Sunderland Busways livery.
Withdrawn and sold to Galway Tours, High Ryan, Moycullen, Co. Galway,
date unknown (c.2000) it operated on sightseeing tours in Galway, Ireland,
with registration number ZV 1510. Last operated in April 2004 it was donated
to NEBPT by Galway Tours owner, Michael Healy, Castlegar, Galway, Ireland,
in August 2006

KBB 118D (ZV 1510) in use on the Glaway Sight Seeing Tour
In Galway City Centre
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The vehicle has now departed from our premises and will be restored over the
coming months. Keep an eye out for regular updates on our Facebook page
https://en-gb.facebook.com/North-East-Bus-Preservation-Trust142526422471560/
We would also like to give a special mention for Jemma Amer of SNCBC for
all her invaluable help and support with the funding application.

KBB 118D in the Silver Jublie livery which it carried when used for
transporting Muhammed Ali around the North East in July 1977
This is the livery KBB will be restored in.
As mentioned above this vehicle was used in the summer of 1977 to transport
Muhammed Ali as reigning world champion, on his sensational visit to
Tyneside.
In July 1977, to the huge surprise of Johnny Walker, a Whitburn painter and
decorator, Ali accepted his invitation to travel from the United States to South
Shields and help raise money for his boxing club.
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During his four-day visit he toured the region in KBB as thousands of people
took to the streets to catch a glimpse of him.
He visited Newcastle’s Pendower Hall Special School and Grainger Park Boys
Club. He sparred with local boys and ex-professionals, played darts at
Gypsies Green Stadium in South Shields.and attended South Shields AlAhzar Mosque with his wife and baby daughter to have his wedding blessed
by the imam.
There is however one question which we would like your help with. Does
anyone know the reason why KBB118D was cut down to open-top originally?

Fully Repainted!
Following on from the Fully Peeled featured in Issue 213 (Spring 2017) ex
London Transport Park Royal bodied AEC Routemaster JJD 530D has now
been repainted into London Transport livery thanks to Go North East and is
now looking rather splendid.
.

Two views of the former Tatty bus in action at Durham and Whitley Bay
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North East Open Toppers
by Phil Logie

United ECW bodied Bristol RE PHN 178L on Scarborough Sea Front
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Over the years a number of open top vehicles of different types have operated
in various liveries and locations in the North East, particulalry in Scarborough.
Here are a small selection of some of those that have operated there.

Appleby’s ex Bristol Omnibus ECW bodied Bristol FS 869 NHT

Scarborough & District ex Northern ECW bodied Leyland Atlantean NCN 110L
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Shoreline Suncruisers ex Eastern Scottish ECW bodied Bristol VR LFS 296F
which is featured on the front cover of this newsletter.

United’s ex Western Scottish ECW bodied Bristol VR OCS 582H
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Shoreline Suncruisers ex Alder Valley ECW bodied Bristol VR HPK 507N
which is now with Stagecarriage of Middlesborough
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